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EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LITERACY
Students continue to

explore the alphabet by

playing an "eye spy"

activity.  They enjoyed

learning about

prepositions using toys

from home.
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WEEK AT A GLANCE
Our early age learners showed

up online to shake their sillies

and sing about spring,  With

the coaching of Milana and

our supportive parents,

students also practiced

cutting, tracing, exercising and

dicovering - just how fun it can

be to learn virtually!

 

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD
The students aren't the only ones enjoying

virtual learning!  Our students are learning

about how to cultivate healthy plants

through meaningful diaglogue, singing

and dancing.

 

NUMERACY
Our learners explored
quantities by
participating in
full/empty activities.



BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

A heartfelt thanks to all

mums and dads who are

helping us to maintain the

pace in the children's

learning - and in many cases

helping them to be more

autonomous and aware . 

YEAR ONE
In Literacy Year 1 have been working hard

in their Phonics booklet, improving their

handwriting. They have learned a poem

about the rain, and found out about owls

through the story Owl Babies and also by

watching an information video. They've

also been finishing their stories, and

sharing them with each other. 

In Numeracy this week they started to

learn about multiplication through

repeated addition.
 

YEAR THREE
Year 3 have been learning about verbs in

Literacy as well as continuing work from

their Cambridge book about deserts,

They've also read poems about the rain,

and Josep wrote a great one of his own

(with just a little help from Dad!) 

In Maths they have finished their booklet

on Algebra, and they have been looking

at equivalences and equations. It got

tricky towards the end!

 

I'm so proud of everyone who has

been following our classes, checking

in everyday and doing their best.

You're still learning lots and

becoming aces at video conferencing!
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YEAR TWO
Year Two have also been doing

splendid job with their maths, they

are aces at using a variety of

methods to solve subtraction

problems, including word

problems. They've done a great job

with their daily warm-up activities

too.

They've been looking at Owl Babies

as well, but their activities have

required them to do writing and

dictation activities. They've been

looking at commands and using

exclamation marks in grammar

and punctuation. 



 

 
BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD

UPPER  PRIMARY

 

 

 

Week two of online learning! I am extremely happy with

everyone’s commit to their learning. All students are

trying very hard to keep up with their work and join in

Zoom discussions with increasing confidence. In Maths

this week Year 5 continued their work with Length,

Perimeter and Area. This week we focused on area. We

brainstormed why we would need such a form of

measurement and then got down to business. We even

learned the formula. A = L x W. Year 4 have been revising

mental computation strategies. We focused on

subtraction this week, using jump, split and

compensation strategies. Year 6 is continuing with

algebra

In Topic we have continued to learn

about the many different Greek Gods.

Student´s were encouraged to watch the

Disney movie Hercules in English to learn

more about Zeus, Hermes and Hades.
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ONLINE LEARNING !
Impossible without the support of parents! 

In science, students continued their

learning on forces, focusing on

momentum. Students conducted

experiments, which included running &

walking around the house or garden and 

rolling two different sized cans across a

surface. Students attempted to answer

questions related to how the differences

of mass and velocity affects the

momentum of an object.  All students

drew a storyboard to show their learning.

 



BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY
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P.E.
P.E. classes are continuing with
guided instructions via youtube.
Josep is provide instructions on
google classrooms  and
students can upload the
evidence. 
Exercise during the quarantine
is very important for the old and
the young. As we stay at home
it is vital our minds and our
bodies are kept active. Youtube
has many great resources to
help with this. 

Tips for home study
All students are facing the
challenge of studying by
themselves at home. Here are
some quick tips to help them in
this task.
1) Get a good nights sleep.
2) Study at the right time. We
all work best at different time of
the day, but not time study is
useless if you are not a night
owl. Understand your own body
clock and study when best. For
most people this is during the
day. 
3) Have a study space.
Whether it is the kitchen or the
comfort of your won room,
make sure that your study area
is organised and clean. If it
feels pleasant to be in, you will
be more inclined to stay there.
Keep all books, notebooks,
stationery, etc close to you so
you do not have to stand up
and move away every time you
need an item.

4) Eat well. A balanced diet
helps us to concentrate for
longer. You shold also drink
water regularly.  
5) Create a timetable. Make a
list of the things you want to do
everyday and put them at the
top of your timetable. Make
sure to filter in regular breaks,
every hour or so.
6) Regular breaks
Plan your breaks and do not
leave them to chance. Short
breaks are important for every
hour of work. Make sure to
focus on a distant object to
relax the eyes and to stretch
your limbs every time you move
away from your workstation.
7) Remove distractions
These include pets, technology
(mobile phones, etc) and even
younger siblings. Your
workstation should be free of
outside distractions.


